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(Maximurn marks : 10)
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4. Define the process rea.ming.

5. Give two specifications ofa shaper.

PART -B
(tvtaximum mad<s : 30)

II Answer ary five of frte following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

l. Explain BCC and FCC.

2. State the objectives of hea

3. List the work holding devices used in lathe.

4. Describe the methods of application of cutting fluids.

5. Writ€ different types of &illing machine.

6. Name different typas of milling cutters.

7. Compare slotter and shaper.
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III (a)

(b)

IV (a)

(b)

PART -C
(Maximurn marks : 60)

(Arswer one fi.rll question from each mit. Each firll question carries

UNn-I
List difierent types of crystal defects Describe int€rstitial defect and

substituional defect.

Explain various stages of manufacturing of mefal powder.

On

Draw the iron-carbon equilibrium diagram showing various phases and

critical lines.

Explain :

(i) Nitiding

Marks

15 marks.)

8

7

(ii) Cyaniding 7

Urqrr - II

(a) Draw the single point cutting tool nomenclattue.

(b) State desirable properties of cutting tool.

On

(a) Explain briefly different types of lathe. (No sketch needs)

(b) List tlre different taper tuming methods. Explain taper tuming by form tool.

Uun - III

Draw a line diagram of a radial drilling machine and mark all parb.

8

7

7

8

'l

VII (a)

o)

8

'7

8

7

x

(ii) Gang miling

On

(a) Draw a line sketch of a vertical milling machine and mark all parts.

(b) List tlre tool holding devices in &illing machirrc and uplain any one with sketch.

Urrr - IV

(a) Draw a neat sketch of a slotting machine and mark all parts.

(b) Explain the working principle of a shaping machine.

On

(a) Describe different types of shaper operations.

(b) List work holding devices ofa planer. Explain anyone with line sketch.

Explain :

(i) Plain miling

VIII

8

7

8
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